MUSIC TEACHER GUIDE

Who Ate My Cake?
A musical mystery by Susan Leigh MA LRSM LLCM FISM
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Who Ate My Cake is available for piano at two diﬀerent levels, as well
as treble instruments (the high version is suitable for instruments like
the ﬂute and saxophone, and the low version for clarinet).
Students search for clues hidden in both the music and the accompanying
online games to work out who ate the King's favourite cake. They explore
the castle and learn a new piece every time they need to unlock a clue.
Suspects are ruled out one by one until the thief is revealed! Students
who successfully complete Who Ate My Cake automatically receive a
certiﬁcate to download and print.
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* All notes are in the ﬁve ﬁnger hand position around middle C.
* There is no hands together playing.
* Note values used are 1, 2, 3 and 4 beats.
* Includes dynamic signs p, mp, mf, f and a crescendo sign.
* Time signatures of 3/4 and 4/4
* There is one simple musical term ('andante')

Early Elementary Piano
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* Each piece is in one of the following ﬁve ﬁnger hand positions and includes music played with hands together.
* Note values used are half, 1, 2, 3 and 4 beats, and time signatures of 3/4 and 4/4.
* There is one simple musical term ('andante')
* Includes dynamic signs p, mp, mf, f and a crescendo sign.
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IMPORTANT NOTE: Both parts of the interactive music book and online game for 'Who Ate My Cake?' are licensed for ONE student and only
one printout of the accompanying book is allowed per purchase.Access to the online game is for the time speciﬁed on the product page for a single
user (plenty of time to solve the crime!). Music teachers are not authorised to use one single copy of this resource with multiple students.
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High Treble Instruments
* Suitable for higher treble instruments such as the ﬂute or saxophone.
* Each piece uses notes within the following range.
* Note values used are half, 1, 2, 3 and 4 beats, and time signatures of 3/4 and 4/4.
* There are no key signatures or accidental signs.
* There is one simple musical term ('andante')
* Includes dynamic signs p, mp, mf, f and a crescendo sign.
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Low Treble Instruments
* Suitable for lower treble instruments such as the clarinet.
* Each piece uses notes within the following range.
* Note values used are half, 1, 2, 3 and 4 beats, and time signatures of 3/4 and 4/4.
* There are no key signatures or accidental signs.
* There is one simple musical term ('andante')
* Includes dynamic signs p, mp, mf, f and a crescendo sign.
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IMPORTANT NOTE: Both parts of the interactive music book and online game for 'Who Ate My Cake?' are licensed for ONE student and only
one printout of the accompanying book is allowed per purchase.Access to the online game is for the time speciﬁed on the product page for a single
user (plenty of time to solve the crime!). Music teachers are not authorised to use one single copy of this resource with multiple students.

